Word Search Puzzle

This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle. The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.

Retro Cross #10

(3) AFT LEO ECT ODS EMI OTO EMO POP ERA ETS SUE INT
(4) ACES (4) MEND AIRE AMIN EDGE ENVY ERAT RICE RIGA MEMO SHOE MLII OXYR PROW RICE RILE
(5) AGENT MEMO (5) AMISS EMORY AERATE ROROS TEND TENTH ERATO ERNES MARSH REESE RELIC AMISS EMORY ERATO ERNES MARSH REESE RELIC AMISS EMORY
(6) AERATE FRAMED ERATO SITOUT ASTAIGES STEREOTYPING AMPERE GALAXY TAPING DOWN TIME TELEMARKETER HAMAS AT EASE LOLITA ROMANO ONE IRON HAIRLINE MEATIEST GYRO SANDWICH MICROMANAGER
(7) ADD ON ADDED ON ICED (7) ASTAIRES ASTAIGES STEREOTYPING
(8) ASSESSED